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Voices
A Roadmap to Recovery, by
Emma Reynolds, MD from
TheCityUK
Emma Reynolds, Managing Director,
Public Affairs, Policy and Research from
our member the TheCityUK, stated that
the financial and related professional
services industry is determined to be part
of the solution to this economic crisis.
"Nobody could have predicted what’s
happened over the last 12 months. Covid
19 has provoked a public health
emergency in the UK and across the
world. And the economic consequences
have been profound for families,
communities, and businesses right across
our country"
Read the full article on our website.

The Enhanced Meaning and
Impact of Financial Centers,
by Thomas Krantz
Thomas Krantz, Former SecretaryGeneral of the World Federation of
Exchanges highlights that to get a sense
of what is happening in financial services,
it is no longer enough to go to a banking
or an insurance or a bourse conference. In
the 2020s, the mix, the reality, is far richer
than that.
"I think of international financial center
leaders as orchestra conductors. Each
instrument can be played on its own –
violins or clarinets or oboes, or in this case
a bank or an insurer – yet when
orchestrated they become part of a
greater whole."
Read the full article on our website.

News
MoU between TFI and QFC

Our members Toronto Finance
International (TFI), and Qatar Financial
Center (QFC) Authority, signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on
April 14. The new agreement fosters
collaborations between the Canadian and
the Qatari financial services sectors.
More

Kigali International Financial
Center presents a new brand
Our member Kigali International Financial
Center introduced the new KIFC brand to
the world.
The new brand is associated with the
culture of innovation and financial
inclusion, where KIFC acts as a catalyst
for investment, growth, and development.
More

CEO of Luxembourg for
Finance talks about
maintaining bridges with
London
Our board member Nicolas Mackel, CEO
of Luxembourg for Finance, stated that
maintaining bridges with London is crucial.
Watch Nicolas Mackel's symposium in the
Paperjam Club’s 10×6 Finance event,
organized on March 25, 2021.
More

TFI looks beyond the
pandemic and shares how to
foster economic recovery in
Canada
Jennifer Reynolds, President of WAIFC,
and CEO of TFI talked with BNN
Bloomberg’s Amber Kanwar about the
impacts of the "Shecession" and how to
get women back in the workforce.
More

WAIFC wishes Happy
Ramadan to its Islamic
members
At this very important time in the Islamic
calendar, WAIFC wishes Happy Ramadan
to all its Islamic members.
Despite the COVID-19 restrictions, we
also wish good times for spiritual
reflection, praying, doing good deeds, and
spending time with family and friends.
More

Events

City Week 2021
As in previous years, CW2021 is being
organized in partnership with the UK
Government, the City of London
Corporation, our member TheCityUK and
UK Finance.
City Week 2021 is being held virtually over
three days from 21 to 23 June 2021.
More

St. Petersburg International
Economic Forum 2021
The St. Petersburg International Economic
Forum (SPIEF) is a unique event in the
world of business and economics. SPIEF
has been held since 1997, and since
2006, it has been held under the auspices
of the President of the Russian
Federation, who has also attended each
event.
SPIEF is being held over four days from 2
to 5 June 2021.
More

Downloads
Publication on "SMEs Finance: How regulators can ensure speedy and sustainable
recovery from COVID-19" (PDF)
Publication on "Supporting SMEs with Sustained Post-Pandemic Economic Recovery"
(PDF)
Publication on "Innovation and FinTechs in a Post-Pandemic World" (PDF)
Publication on "Sustainable Finance in a Post-Pandemic World" (PDF)
WAIFC Presentation (PDF), in Chinese (PDF)
Joint declaration on the current pandemic (PDF)
How global financial centers can help combat the COVID-19 pandemic (PDF)
The role of financial centers in driving economic growth (PDF)

The World Alliance of International Financial Centers (WAIFC) is a non-profit
association registered in Belgium, representing 19 leading international financial centers
of four continents. Its members are city governments, associations, and similar
institutions developing and promoting their financial centers. WAIFC facilitates
cooperation between financial centers, exchanging best practices, and communication
with the general public.
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